
The Million  
Dollar Difference
The world’s most productive and powerful trimmer system 
delivers dramatic improvements in bottom-line performance.

The dramatically faster speed of the Quantum motor (6,500 rpm) makes a 
huge difference:  Faster cutting means it’s easier to keep up with line speeds 
while still performing deboning procedures properly.

Our intelligent driveline allows for softer starts, faster stops, and quicker 
response to load changes … with more torque than ever.  Plus, you save 60% 
in energy consumption!

For this plant, the Quantum Trimmer System delivered these great benefits:

• Faster cutting with less effort

• Longer blade life, with less steeling and  
   fewer blade changes 

• More product yield … and a lot more  
   dollars to the bottom line

*Test data on file.
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We can improve your yields and profits, too!
Let us help you achieve strong results in your own operation. Contact us for 
an in-plant demonstration plus a custom financial impact analysis.  
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How effective is the new Quantum™ Trimmer System?  
If you’re talking about increased meat yields and a rapid ROI, you’re talking 
dramatically better performance.

A Midwest U.S. chicken processor tested a new Quantum™ Q620 Trimmer 
against results it obtained when using straight knives and conventional trimmers 
on its chicken thigh deboning line.  The improvements in speed, productivity and 
earnings were extraordinary:

Chicken Thighs

 Hand deboning w/straight knife:   69% yield  (baseline)

 Whizard® Series II 
71% yield  (2.0 points higher) (conventional trimmers):

 New Quantum® Trimmer System: 72.5% yield
  (additional 1.5 points higher)

Projected annual increased revenues at 1.5% higher yield: $1.5 million.
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800-321-8763 or quantum@bettcher.com
bettcher.com/quantum
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Case Example

Q620 Trimmers: The Million Dollar Difference *

The Quantum® Trimmer System:

• Makes even the toughest cuts 
easy

• Delivers better productivity and 
meat yields

• Reduces parts, maintenance 
and training

• Delivers the lowest long-term 
cost of operation

That’s Quantum – brought to you 
by the world’s trimming leader and 
based on years of research and 
rigorous field testing.

We’ve improved 
everything about 
trimming …

> CLICK FOR VIDEO
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